"BABY PARKING EGIZIO"
Every Saturday and Sunday from 1st to 23rd December, parents could leave their children to the
Egyptian Museum, which will take care of your children with entertainments on the old Egyptians
while
you
will
do
your
Christmas
shopping!
Duration 2 hours, € 7, max 15 children per shift. This service is dedicated to children aged 5-11.
Reservation required within 48h before the chosen day. Tel 011.4406903 o info@museitorino.it
Each child will receive a funny surprise.
Special guided tours for families: DECEMBER 2012
Every Saturday and Sunday in December, the Egyptian Museum offers children and their families
the opportunity to enjoy discovering the ancient Egyptian civilization through several theme-based
tours of the museum.
Saturday 1st and Sunday 2nd December, 2012 at 10:30 am “ANIMALI O DEI?” In ancient
Egypt, divine presence played a huge part in everyday life. How can we recognise the ways in
which the divinities manifest themselves and demonstrate their huge power? A tour through the
halls of the Museum will show children and their families various features of each god. 1 hour, €
3.50 (only in Italian, for family).
Saturday 8th and Sunday 9th December, 2012 at 10:30 am “A CASA DI KHA”, a guided tour
exploring the daily life of a family living 3,000 years ago. 1 hour, € 3.50 (only in Italian, for
family).
NEW! Saturday 8th and Sunday 9th December, 2012 at 11:10 am “CHI VUOL ESSERE
FARAONE? L’ANTICO EGITTO IN PILLOLE”, a funny guided tour exploring the civilization of
the ancient Egyptians together with an Egyptologist: a quiz tour through the Egyptian Museum
which ends with an “Egyptian” game play. Dedicated to children and families. 90 minutes, €5
(only
in
Italian,
for
families).
Saturday 15th and Sunday 16th December, 2012 at 10:30 am “GEROGLIFICI…CHE
EMOZIONE!” a tour explaining to children and adults the mysterious writing system of the ancient
Egyptians. 1 hour, € 3,50 (only in Italian, for family).
NEW! Saturday 15th and Sunday 16th December, 2012 at 11:10 am “CHI VUOL ESSERE
FARAONE? L’ANTICO EGITTO IN PILLOLE”, a funny guided tour exploring the civilization of
the ancient Egyptians together with an Egyptologist: a quiz tour through the Egyptian Museum
which ends with an “Egyptian” game play. Dedicated to children and families. 90 minutes, €5
(only in Italian, for families).
Saturday 22nd and Sunday 23rd December, 2012 at 10:30 am “FORZE DIVINE E FORMULE
MAGICHE”, a guided tour uncovering the power of the gods, as well as magic invocations used by
the ancient Egyptians to ask for the gods for favours. 1 hour, € 3,50 (only in Italian, for family).
NEW! Saturday 22nd and Sunday 23rd December, 2012 at 11:10 am “CHI VUOL ESSERE
FARAONE? L’ANTICO EGITTO IN PILLOLE”, a funny guided tour exploring the civilization of
the ancient Egyptians together with an Egyptologist: a quiz tour through the Egyptian Museum
which ends with an “Egyptian” game play. Dedicated to children and families. 90 minutes, €5
(only in Italian, for families).

Wednesday 26th and Thursday 27th December, 2012 at 10:30 am “UNA FAME DA
OLTRETOMBA: food for both body and spirit”. A guided tour explaining the importance attached
to food in Pharaonic civilisation. What did they eat in those days? And what did they keep aside for
NEW! Every Saturday and Sunday from 26th to 31st December, 2012 at 11:10 am and at 3:30
pm “CHI VUOL ESSERE FARAONE? L’ANTICO EGITTO IN PILLOLE”, a funny guided tour
exploring the civilization of the ancient Egyptians together with an Egyptologist: a quiz tour
through the Egyptian Museum which ends with an “Egyptian” game play. Dedicated to children
and families. 90 minutes, €5 (only in Italian, for families).
Friday 28th and Saturday 29th December, 2012 at 10:30 am “ANIMALI O DEI?” In ancient
Egypt, divine presence played a huge part in everyday life. How can we recognise the ways in
which the divinities manifest themselves and demonstrate their huge power? A tour through the
halls of the Museum will show children and their families various features of each god. 1 hour, €
3.50 (only in Italian, for family).
Saturday 30th and Sunday 31st December, 2012 at 10:30 am “FORZE DIVINE E FORMULE
MAGICHE”, a guided tour uncovering the power of the gods, as well as magic invocations used by
the ancient Egyptians to ask for the gods for favours. 1 hour, € 3,50 (only in Italian, for family).

Reservation required. These guided tours are available only in Italian. Prices are per person, in
addition to the Entrance Fee. For bookings and further information, please call +39 011.4406903 or
e-mail info@museitorino.it

